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TotalEnergies joins NEXTLOOPP to accelerate the 
development of food-grade recycled polymers 

 
 

Brussels, January 9, 2023 – TotalEnergies has joined NEXTLOOPP, an initiative bringing 
together 48 companies from the plastics value chain that aims to create food-grade recycled 
polymer from advanced mechanical recycling. 
 
Launched in October 2020 by Nextek Ltd, NEXTLOOPP is a global multi-participant and 
award-winning project with the objective to produce high-quality recycled polypropylene that is 
suitable for food-grade applications and made from post-consumer packaging material. 
 
The project deploys pioneering technology to efficiently and cost-effectively sort food-grade 
polypropylene (PP) from post-consumer material and then decontaminate the polymer to 
comply with stringent food-grade standards. NEXTLOOPP has recently completed a landmark 
study of background contamination of post-consumer PP packaging for its submissions to food 
safety authorities in Europe (EFSA), in the United States (USFDA) and in the United Kingdom 
(UK FSA). 
 
TotalEnergies is committed to the development of a circular economy for plastics and to meet 
the growing customer demand for high-quality recycled polymers. In that context, 
TotalEnergies will leverage this technological partnership to accelerate the feasibility review of 
advanced mechanical recycling projects targeting food contact and further expand its recently 
launched RE:use polymers range which contain mechanically recycled raw materials. 
 
“We are delighted to join and support the NEXTLOOPP project, alongside other major industry 
players”, said Nathalie Brunelle, Senior Vice President Polymers at TotalEnergies. “This 
initiative will allow us to go one step further in developing technologies to produce food-grade 
recycled material from advanced mechanical recycling and broaden our options for projects 
that contribute to our ambition to produce 30% circular polymers by 2030.” 
 
Professor Edward Kosior, founder and CEO of Nextek Ltd and NEXTLOOPP says: ”The 
whole of the NEXTLOOPP project is strengthened by TotalEnergies’ adding to the programme 
their extensive technical capabilities in creating circular solutions for PP resins. They contribute 
to the growing body of expertise in controlling the properties and formulation of their range of 
both virgin and recycled PP for a myriad of applications”. 
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About TotalEnergies and Polymers 
TotalEnergies develops, produces and commercializes polymers — polyethylene, polypropylene, 
polystyrene, their recycled equivalents and biopolymers — that can be incorporated in the plastics 
manufacturing process. Lighter than many alternative materials, they help reduce the carbon footprint 
of end-use applications through enhanced energy efficiency. TotalEnergies’ polymers experts in Eu-
rope, Asia and the United States of America are working alongside all the professionals in the value 
chain, including plastic manufacturers, research centers, waste collection and sorting companies, and 
their customers to accelerate in the circular economy. The Company is developing different plastic 
recycling processes and using renewable raw materials, with the ambition to produce 30% circular 
polymers by 2030. 
 
About TotalEnergies 
TotalEnergies is a global multi-energy company that produces and markets energies: oil and biofuels, 
natural gas and green gases, renewables and electricity. Our more than 100,000 employees are 
committed to energy that is ever more affordable, cleaner, more reliable and accessible to as many 
people as possible. Active in more than 130 countries, TotalEnergies puts sustainable development in 
all its dimensions at the heart of its projects and operations to contribute to the well-being of people. 
 
About Nextek Ltd 
Nextek is a global sustainability and technology consultancy that offers strategic advice to regional and 
multi-national organisations and recycling companies. Launched in 2004, Nextek researches and 
develops innovative strategies and processes within the recycling ecosystem – from designing recycling 
plants to developing ground-breaking projects for governments and major organisations. Nextek 
launched NEXTLOOPP, a multi- participant project, to close the loop on food-grade (FGrPP). This 
project incorporates unique technological breakthroughs that include innovative sorting and cut-ting-
edge decontamination technology. 
www.nextek.org - www.nextloopp.com  
 
 
TotalEnergies Contacts 
Communication Department Polymers: pol-com@totalenergies.com 
Corporate Media Relations: +33 (0)1 47 44 46 99 l presse@totalenergies.com l @TotalEnergiesPR 
Investor Relations: +33 (0)1 47 44 46 46 l ir@totalenergies.com 
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Nextek Ltd Contacts 
Communications: janinewood@nexteklimited.com  
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Cautionary Note 
The terms “TotalEnergies”, “TotalEnergies company” or “Company” in this document are used to 
designate TotalEnergies SE and the consolidated entities that are directly or indirectly controlled by 
TotalEnergies SE. Likewise, the words “we”, “us” and “our” may also be used to refer to these entities 
or to their employees. The entities in which TotalEnergies SE directly or indirectly owns a shareholding 
are separate legal entities. This document may contain forward-looking information and statements that 
are based on a number of economic data and assumptions made in a given economic, competitive and 
regulatory environment. They may prove to be inaccurate in the future and are subject to a number of 
risk factors. Neither TotalEnergies SE nor any of its subsidiaries assumes any obligation to update 
publicly any forward-looking information or statement, objectives or trends contained in this document 
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Information concerning risk factors, 
that may affect TotalEnergies’ financial results or activities is provided in the most recent Universal 
Registration Document, the French-language version of which is filed by TotalEnergies SE with the 
French securities regulator Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF), and in the Form 20-F filed with the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 
 
 
This press release and associated photographs can be downloaded  
from www.polymers.totalenergies.com and www.PressReleaseFinder.com.  
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